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technique usually rely on method of delay coordinate
embedding, for examples, by using embedding
dimension and delay time as a network structure
parameter[2][ 3][4].
Recurrent neural network is dynamic system, which
performs dynamic mapping task. Recent results indicate
that such kind of networks is suitable to model time
series sampled from chaotic sydem, for examples,
ESN(Echo State Network), ANSS(Autonomous Neural
State Space ) model and LRNN(Loca1 Recurrent Neural
Network), RNN method does not directly rely on the
estimation of embedding dimension as the feed-forward
neural network counterpart does, and also the time lag is
not necessary to be estimated. ESN[5][6] is a kind of
recurrent neural network with a huge reservoir as the
internal state variable, which has no the usual
difficulties of network training as the traditional
recurrent neural network. However, the internal state
variable in the ESN is complex, and it is difficult to
analysis the state variable of the neural dynamics
learning from an observed time series. ANSSI'I] and
LRNN[8] use all the state information carefully from
the original dynamic system, and it is difticult to apply
to the usual case, in which only a scalar time series is
available and it seems not easy to determine a proper
initial condition for RNN.
In this paper, an autonomous neural network with an
internal state variable is to built to model the usual
scalar time series, and the interests are put on the
evolution of the state variable, it is proved that the
neural network performance is not sensitive to initial
condition when modeling a chaotic system, that is to say,
the initial state of the recurrent neural network can be
chosen freely. Also, the reconstructed neural state space
is compared with the original state space, from the
simulation it can be seen that the attractor shape of
neural system well trained is similar to that of original
dynamic system.
In Section 11, we will give a brief introduction of the
chaotic time series and state space network model.
Section 111 is state transformation of the neural state
space, which serve as a theoretic foundation to use the
recurrent neural network, and the explanation to use any
arbitrary initial state. Section IV gives the results of
simulation study, we will discuss the state evolution of
the neural network, and the neural state space is
compared with the original state space, iterative

Absrmct- Because the chaotic system is initial chndition
sensitive, it is difficult to decide a proper initial state for a
recurrent neural network to model observed
one-dimension chaotic time series. In this paper, a
recurrent neural network with feedback composed of
internal state is introduced to model one-dimension
chaotic time series. The neural network output is a
nonlinear combination of the internal state variable. To
successfully model a chaotic time series, this paper proves
that the recurrent neural network with internal state can
start from arbitrary initial state. In the simulation, the
neural systems perform multi-step ahead prediction, also,
the reconstructed neural state space is compared with the
original state space, and largest LEs(Lyapunov Exponents)
of the two systems are calculated and compared to see if
the two system bas similar chaotic invariant.

Index Terms-Recurrent Neuraf Network, Chaotic Time
Series, State Space

1.

INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, neural network is widely used in
pattern recognition, system identification and system
control, and it has been proved that neural network
method is an effective method to solve problems of
complex nonlinear system, which usually has no
analytical approach to work on. Chaotic time series is
usually a sequence observed from a complex nonlinear
dynamic system. Since nonlinear dynamic systems
abound in the real-life and engineering, it is important to
analyze system dynamics from the observed time series,
so that one can reconstruct the state space and make a
prediction abou; the future. The most common state
space reconstruction method in the analysis of chaotic
time series is the method of delays. By the analysis of
the geometry of the embedded data one can discover the
relationship between past and future points in a time
series[ 11.
Feed-forward neural network method is introduced
into the analysis of the chaotic time series, and the task
is to let the neural network learn a set of time series, and
then make a prediction, feed-forward neural network
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predictions are made to show the network performance,
and one of chaotic i n v a n a n e l a g e s t LEs(Lyapunov
Exponents) are calculated to compare the two systems.
In section V we will give the conclusions.

co'mection weights and bias in the network, which can
be trained by several algorithms, for example, gradient
descent methods.
Chaotic time series is generated from an autonomous
system, so there is an autonomous neural system, as
'shown. in Figure 1:

11. CHAOTIC TIME SEWES AND STATE SPACE NEURAL

NETWORK
(4)

State equation of deterministic dynamicai systems
describes the state evolution of a system. They can be
expressed . for example by ordinary differential
equations:
X(t) = A(X(r),X(O))

where ( j ( k ) ,k = 0, I, 2, ...} is an one-dimension time
series.

(1)

or by discrete maps with the form:

A time series can be thought of as an observed
sequence { y ( k ) ,k = O,l,2,...} ,which is performed with
some measuremen1 scalar function y(k) = h(X(k)) ,
Since the time series in itself does not properly represent
the phase space of the dynamic system, one has to
employ some technique to unfold the multidimensional
structure using the available data.
The phase space reconstruction of a dynamic system
from the knowledge of a single scalar variable is one of
the hndamental problems of the nonlinear time series
analysis. In a system with complex dynamics, the
variables interact with each other, so each component
contains information on the system. Consequently, even
by only one of the system observed time series, it is

Figure 1 Structure of Autonomous Neural System

It is clear that a time series { j ( k ) ,k = O,l,2,..., Q} can
be produced by equation(4) with some initial state
X(0)
.
For
a
given
chaotic
time
series {y(k),k = 0,1,2, ...I , one hope to let the neural
network(4) learn from it. In fact, network training is
carried out to minimize the error between j ( k ) and the
desired system output is y ( k ) , for k 0 , 1,2, .. . ,Q,and
then the neural state space (4) is compared witb the
original state space(1) or (2).

possible to reconstruct a space which is topologically

equivalent to the real phase space.
Delay coordinate embedding is popular method to the
reconstruction, and one can find a delay
iectorS(k) = [ y ( k ].y( R + t ) y ( k + 2 2 )...y( k + ( m - l ) t ) 1 ,
with proper embedding dimension m and delay time z ,
so that the observed time can be unfolded to a new state
space which is topologically equivalent to the original
system and therefoi e contains the dynamic information
about real system.
There are many existing recurrent neural networks in
the literature, among them, a kind of state space neural
network can be described as follows[9-12]:

[X;h"l=w,

.a;~~.x(k)+W,'U(k)+e)

111. THESTATE TRANSFORMATION OF THE NELJURAL
STATE SPACE

A key element of deterministic chaos is the sensitive
dependence of the trajectory on the initial conditions,
which means that two such systems with however small
a difference in their initial state eventually will end up
with a big difference between their statis. However, it is
usually difficult to know the initial state of the equation
(1) or (2), from which the time series is produced, so
many difficulties appear when learning from a time
series using neural network (4).However, the hesitation
could be avoided when determine the initial state if one
considered the following result. In fact, one can choose
any initial condition.
For the given dynamic system as described as
follows:

(3)

in which a(.) is a sigmoid function, k(k)and *(k) serve
as sta& variable and output variable respectively, and
U ( k ) is an input variable if the system is excited by
some external force.' W , , W , , ~ , and e are the
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IV. SIMULATION

The state space in (6) is a reconstructed state space
fiom an observed one-dimension time series, and it is
different from the reconstructed state space by' using .
delay coordinate method, so it is called reconstructed
neural state space. Two issues will, be addressed on the
reconstructed neural state space: the one is the evolution
of state variable and the other is the prediction ability of
the neural system after the neural network is trained by
an observed time series from state equation.
Typically, two simulation examples are investigated,
the one is Rossler system and the other is Lorenz system.
For each system, an observed time series is presented to
the neural network (4) for training, and the neural
network tries to learn a segment of the time
series(training set), and then makes an iterative
prediction from the beginning o f the training time series,
additional prediction is also made aAer the tail of the
training time series presented, so that one can view the
attractor reconstructed clearly and check the prediction
ability of the autonomous neural system.

where F(.) is vector continuous function, and h(.) is
scalar continuous function. There exists another
dynamic system (6):
X ( k + 1 ) = F(X(k), X(0))

y ( k ) = h(X(k))
where F(.) is another vector continuous function, and

i(.)
is another

scalar

continuous

function.

X ( k ) = G-'(X(k)), where G(.)is a bijective invertible
continuous function that maps one space to the other, so
that:

y ( k ) = F ( k ) , for all k.

Prooj From ( 5 ) , we have:

A. Rossler Attractor
In the Rossler equation(7)) chaotic character appears
if the parameters a, 6 and c are properly chosen. A
trajectory has been generated for the initial condition
[-2.2, 1.1,3.3] by using Runge-Kutta method with fixed
,
step-length(0. I), and in this simulation let ~ 0 . 2b=0.2
and ~ 1 0 .
The number of hidden layer neurons is 8, and so the
total number of adjustable parameters is 64.The initial
state o f the neural network is set to [0.1, 0.1, 0.11, and
this is for the example and not limited to this value. The
first 300 data points are used for trajectory learning until
the error on the training sequence drops to a satisfying
level,

so we
can
find
a
vector
continuous
function F(X(k), X(0)) = G-'(F(C(X(k)), G(X(0))) an
a scalar continuous function
that y ( k ) = j ( k ) , for all k.

i(gi(k))= h(~(X(k)), so

Remark: Actually, the network training is carried to find
a proper continuous mapping between two spaces, and
in the neural state space one can specify the initial state
freely. If such a bijective invertible continuous function
X ( k ) = G-'(X(k))is found, in fact, two deterministic
systems with identical initial conditions are found.
While y ( k ) = F(k) can not be ensured when one uses
neural network(for example equation 4), in neural
network, one usually uses the term: Ily(k) - j ( k ) ] l <E ,

x.= -(y + 2)
j=x+a.y

(7)

i=b+z*(x-c)
When the network is well trained, the reconstructed
neural state spaces are plotted in the same coordination
as the original Rossler state space. There are three
successful stochastic trainings(a-c) with the initial
weights selected at random, and the three reconstructed
neural state spaces are shown ftom the Figure 2 to 4.In
these figures, the original state space is scaled down to
1:lOO so that the comparisons could be clear and
obvious.
AII these neural systems are starting fiom the same
initial state[O.l, 0.1, 0.11, which is different from the
initial state variable of original rossler attractorl-2.2, 1.1,
3.31. The reconstructed neural state spaces have some

for all the 0 Ik IQ , where Q is the number of the
training examples. That is to say, one can find neural
network (6) to approximate the system (5) with arbitrary
accuracy, if one chooses proper network scale and
learning algorithm, together with sufficient training
examples.
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common characters, for example, similarity in the
attractor shape.

From Figure 2 to 4, one can find 4 completely
different dynamic systems, which have similar outputs.
In fact, we can find more such dynamic systems which
are produced by network training. The produced
systems have close relationships with the dynamic
system being leamed. From the results of section 111, we
can say that there is an approximate nonlinear
transformation between state variables of each
produced system and the state variables of the original
system.
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Figure 2 The reconstructedneural state space (a) and original state
spacNbe scaled to 1 : 1001
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Figure 5 The comparison of the x-component from Rossler attractor
and neural network output

Table 1 The comparison of the Largest LEs of the time series between
Rossler system and the RNN

Rossler system

I

1
1

R"
0.0751

7

The sum squared error on the training set is 1.10e-4
as shown in Figure 5 after a successful training. To

-0.2 -0.2
Figure 3 The reconsmcted neural state space (b) and original state
space@e scaled to 1:lOO)

check the prediction ability of the RNN, the R" is run
continuously until time step 1500, as given in Figure 5.
The RNN make a wonderful prediction on the following
testing set, and accurate prediction is still available to
time step 1000. It is also interesting to check if some
chaotic invariant is the same between the two systems.
The Largest LE of the Rossler system is 0.0714[ 141, and
the largest LE of the neural system is calculated by
program Tisean[l3](as shown in Table I), and it can be
seen that the LE of RNN is close to that of Rossler
system, andit can be seen that the LE of R" is close to
that of Rossler system.

.........
.......... .,. . .. . .. .... .. .... .. .. ....;.. ...... .. ...
1_

0 : y .......................

0.0714

~

B. Lorenz Attracior

In the Lorenz equation@), chaotic character appears if
the parameters a, b and c are properly chosen. A
trajectory has been generated for the initial condition
[13, - 13, 331 by using Runge-Kutta method with fixed
step-length(0.02), and in this simulation let ~ 1 0b=28
,
and c=8/3.

Figure 4 The reconsmcted neural state space (c) and original state
spacefie scaled to 1: 100)
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The number of hidden layer neurons is 10, and SO the
number of adjustable parameters is SO. The initial
state of the neural network is set to [0.1,0.1, 0.11, and
this is for the example and not limited to this value. The
first 300 data points are used for trajectory learning until
the error on the training sequence drops to a satisfjmg
level.

,.... ...........................................................
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i=-a(y-x)

y = ( b-Z ) X -y
z = 3y-CZ

When the network is well trained, the reconstructed
neural state spaces are plotted in the same coordination
with the original Lorenz state space. There are three
successful stochastic trainings(d-0, and the initial
weights are selected at random. From the Figure 6 to 8,
it can be seen that the three neural state spaces
reconstructed by RNN are similar with the original state
space. Though the RNN started leaming from different
initial weights, it could learn the chaotic character well.
In these figures, the original state space is scaled down
to 1:50 so that the comparisons could be clear and
obvious.
All these neural systems are starting from the same
initial state[O.l, 0.1, 0.11, which is different from the
initial state variable of original Lorenz attractor[ 13, -13,
331.
As the attractor is plotted, a strand is drawn from
initial state, and will start weaving the outline of the two
butterfly wings. The attractor will continue weaving
back and forth between the two wings. The neural state
space as shown in the figure also has similar
geometrical shape and spreads out like the original
attractor.
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Figure 7 The reconstructed neural state space(e) and original Lorenz
state space(bescaled to 1:50)
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Figure 8 The reconstructed neural state space(f) and original
space@e scaled to I :SO)
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Figure 6 The reconstructed neural state space(d1 and original Lorenz
state space(be scaled to 150)
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Figure 9 The comparison of the x-component from Lorenz attractor

and neural network output
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The sum squared error on the training set is 2.53e-3
as shown in Figure 9 after a successful training. To
check the prediction ability of the RNN, the RNN is run
continuously until time step 9000,as given in Figure 9.
The RNN make a wonderful prediction on the following
testing set, and accurate prediction is still available to
time step 500. The Largest LE of Lorenz system is
0.906[15],and the largest LE of the neural system is
calculated(calculated by program Tisean[ 13]), and it
can be seen that the LE of RNN is close to that of
Lorenz system(as shown in Table 2).
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Table 2 The comparison of the largest LEs of the time series between
Lorenz system and the RNN
system
RNN

I

1

0.906

I

1.002

I

From the two simulation cases, it can be seen that the
neural network learning from Lorenz system does not
make a wonderful job as the one leaming from Rossler
time series. Obviously, it can be explained from the
largest LE of the system, Lorenz system has a bigger
largest LE than Rossler system and relatively hard to
prediction. The prediction is still influenced by chaotic
character, and the reason is in model error rather than
the difference of initial condition, ‘since the neural
network is trained by finite training examples, and the
training set does not contain all the information in the
original attractor, so the neural network model does not
equal the original attractor precisely. That is to say,
better results will be obtained if the RNN can learn more
data points and has an optimal network structure.
V. CONCLUSIONS
To learn from a scalar chaotic time series, one can use
a neural dynamic system with different state space, so
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that one can choose the initial state freely. Learning
from a scalar time series, an autonomous neural network
with arbitrary initial state performs a satisfactory
prediction performance.
The reconstryctud neural’ state space is compared
with the original state space, the reconstructed Rossler
and Lorenz attractors look much like the original state
space, and the largest lyapunov exponents of the two
systems are calculated and this chaotic invariant is close
to that of originiil system. The prediction is still
influenced by chaotic character, and the reason is in
model error rather than the difference of initial
condition
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